The Bees of the Future … have NO STING!
The old saying that ‘small is beautiful’
probably does not fit stingless bees (at least
not in my opinion) – but they are (beauty
contests aside) up and coming – at least if
you live in (semi)tropical surroundings:
Stingless bees need 18°C min – their capacity
to thermo-regulate their lodgings is limited
(when compared to the Apis species) – not
surprising in view of their size (or lack
thereof).
But within their geographical range they are
set to be the pollinator champions of the
future: hardly any (known) disease issues,
easy to handle (small boxes), and of course:
‘no sting’ (though wearing a veil is
recommended: they get into ‘cavities’ and
they bite.
The de facto 2nd conference on stingless
bees in Asia just finished in Laguna in the
Philippines (The International Melipponine
Conference and Asian Apicultural Assocation
(AAA) Philippines Symposium on Pollinator
Conversion), and it brought together in
particular scientists and practitioners from
the region: Malaysia, a few years ago, took
the conscious decision to make the stingless
bees ‘their bee’ – providing support for
research, training, …: They already have a
standard published on all things to do with
products from stingless bees – which other
countries now are looking at as a model for
their own efforts. (Malaysia also hosted the
first stingless bee conference, the
predecessor to the one in the Philippines).
The geographic centre of origin of stingless
bees is, of course, Central and South America,
with ca. 500 species (some of them rivalling
A. mellifera in size); by contrast in Asia only

a few dozen species are known, and these are
all tiny.
Since their flight range is – corresponding to
their size – limited to (usually) around 2-300
meters, they are ideal to pollinate one specific
field, or orchard, without having to worry too
much about pollution from further afield.
Having said that, some of the presentations at
the conference gave first worrying insights
into how environmental changes threaten
stingless bees, too: One Malaysian study
showed that stingless bees also face serious
threat to their health and lives through
application of pesticides, in particular
neonicotinoids – not surprising actually: After
all, these chemicals are designed to kill/affect
nervous systems. So why should tiny stingless
bees be any better off than their Apis sisters?
Of wider concern for all bees, insects, life on
earth, is of course the change in climate
patterns, with a general trend to ‘global
warming’: An Australian presentation modelled
the effects of habitat suitability of stingless
bees in Australia and beyond as a result of

average temperatures increasing as per
current predictions: Some species benefit
with more habitat becoming
‘suitable’ (theoretically), some face
extinction … all depending on what happens
to their habitat overall, of course. And as far
as managed pollination is concerned: Rising
temperatures raise concerns over
synchronicity: Will flowers bloom at the time
when pollinators are around? Will any
pollinators be around at all?
Volunteers Needed!
At present, IBRA’s day to day affairs is
mostly managed by four elderly drones
(some ready to be pushed out of the hive),
and, of course, our three magazine editors.
Because of this situation we have put out an
advert for more volunteers. Unfortunately,
the email given in some versions of the
advert was wrong. Here is the correct one:
mail@ibra.org.uk.
Should you have (already) responded,
possibly to the wrong email address: PLEASE
write again! Sorry! We are looking at offers
of help received and hope to be able to put
together a rejuvenated team in the next few
weeks and months.

Two Bees in a Podcast
The Honey Bee Research and Extension of the
University of Florida has been producing a
podcast called “Two Bees in a Podcast” since
January this year. One of the hosts: Dr Jamie
Ellis, member of the Editorial Board of Bee
World. Hence we have it from a reliable source,
that there will be an episode on IBRA soon …
Search for “Two Bees in a Podcast” on itunes (or
wherever you get your podcasts from).
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